Dynamic functional network connectivity (dFNC) is an expansion of traditional, static FNC that measures connectivity variation among brain networks throughout scan duration. We used a large resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) sample from the PREDICT-HD study (N = 183 Huntington disease gene mutation carriers [HDgmc] and N = 78 healthy control [HC] participants) to examine whole-brain dFNC and its associations with CAG repeat length as well as the product of scaled CAG length and age, a variable representing disease burden. We also tested for relationships between functional connectivity and motor and cognitive measurements. Group independent component analysis was applied to rs-fMRI data to obtain whole-brain resting state networks. FNC was defined as the correlation between RSN time-courses. Dynamic FNC behavior was captured using a sliding time window approach, and FNC results from each window were assigned to four clusters representing FNC states, using a k-means clustering algorithm.
symptoms, such as chorea, rigidity, and bradykinesia (Huntington Study Group, 1996) . Motor diagnosis is often accompanied by behavioral changes (Epping et al., 2016) and deterioration of cognitive performance (Paulsen et al., 2008) . However, milder symptoms can be observed up to 15 years before clinical diagnosis .
To date, there is no disease-altering treatment for HD. One line of current research focuses on discovering brain structure and function biomarkers for disease progression prior to diagnosis, in the hope of leading to early interventions that might delay HD onset or slow its progression .
Structural studies have demonstrated that prediagnosis and postdiagnosis HD progression is characterized by striatal atrophy and cortical changes (Aylward et al., 2004; Ciarochi et al., 2016; Myers et al., 1988; Paulsen et al., 2006; Vonsattel et al., 1985) . Complementing these results, functional connectivity studies have generally shown reduced activation in the basal ganglia and cortical regions, suggesting that functional alterations also happen before HD motor symptoms (Koenig et al., 2014; Paulsen et al., 2008; Thiruvady et al., 2007 ).
Functional connectivity measures the level of co-activation of fMRI time-series from anatomically separated brain regions (Friston, 2011; Friston, Frith, Liddle, & Frackowiak, 1993) . The two functional connectivity methods more commonly used are seed-based and independent connectivity analysis. In the seed-based approach, connectivity alterations in selected regions of interest are studied without exploring their effects on other regions. In our previous work, Espinoza and collaborators used the data-driven method of group independent component analysis (GICA) to attenuate the limiting effects of preselecting regions of interest. Applying GICA to a resting state fMRI sample from PREDICT-HD, we examined whole-brain connectivity and its associations with CAG repeat expansion. The results showed decreasing connectivity with increasing CAG repeat length in the putamen network, and between the putamen and insular cortex.
CAG repeat length was also positively associated with functional connectivity between calcarine and middle frontal gyri networks but negatively associated with connectivity between other visual networks, indicating a complex genetic effect on posterior connectivity (Espinoza et al., 2018) .
While our previous study provided significant contributions to the HD functional connectivity literature, one of the limitations it shares with other functional connectivity studies is that connectivity was estimated as constant for the entire scan duration, without accounting for the possibility that connectivity changes across time.
The resting-state connectivity study by Chang and Glover (2010) showed that functional connectivity fluctuates over time. Other connectivity studies have demonstrated that dynamic functional connectivity analyses that consider changes in functional network connectivity (FNC) over the course of a scan can uncover recurring functional network connectivity patterns Nomi et al., 2016; Sakoglu et al., 2010) . Dynamic FNC (dFNC) is an expansion of traditional static FNC (sFNC). Such an approach provides a way to explore FNC by considering temporal variability in the functional connectivity between networks. Dynamic FNC analysis along with the GICA approach (Calhoun & Adali, 2012) allows the identification of functional connectivity states or patterns describing whole-brain connectivity throughout scan duration. These methods have identified significant connectivity differences between patients and controls in other disorders (Calhoun, Miller, Pearlson, & Adalı, 2014; Rashid, Damaraju, Pearlson, & Calhoun, 2014) .
In this study, we extended our previous work by implementing the dFNC approach to examine HDgmc time-varying functional network connectivity in the whole brain. Our goals were to expose possible time-varying functional network connectivity states that have been blurred in the sFNC analysis and to observe differences in connectivity patterns between HDgmc and HC individuals. Finally, for each identified functional network connectivity state, we sought to identify any associations between FNC and genetic variables and clinical measures. Our results showed that whole brain temporal connectivity in this sample can be described by four connectivity states, and also revealed significant connectivity differences between HDgmc and HC individuals that were not found in our previous static connectivity analysis.
| METHODS

| Participants
The sample used in this work was composed of the first available rest- (Paulsen et al., 2008) .
The HDgmc group included prodromal (N = 160) and early manifest participants (N = 23) in total functional capacity (TFC) Stage 1 (Huntington Study Group, 1996) . HDgmc individuals were between the ages of 19 and 78 (average age = 42.48 years, SD = 12.82 years), and HC individuals were between the ages of 25 and 69 (average age = 48.59 years, SD = 11.35 years). Table 1 contains participant demographic and covariate information. Group sex differences were tested with chi-square and group differences in the other variables were assessed with two-sample t-tests. The p values indicating significant group differences are marked with a star.
| CAP scores
The CAP-Age product (CAP) score is defined as CAP = Age*(CAG − 33.66) (Zhang, et al., 2011) , where age is measured at the time of the scan. CAP scores have been used to estimate time to HD onset and to index HD progression accounting for exposure time to the toxic protein effects of CAG expansion (Ciarochi et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2018; Ross et al., 2014; Tabrizi et al., 2013) .
| Motor and cognitive functioning assessments
Seven clinical measures assessing motor and cognitive abilities (Huntington Study Group, 1996) were selected from the PREDICT-HD dataset, based on their reported sensitivity to prodromal progression (Misiura et al., 2017; . The motor measure was the total motor score from the Unified Huntington's Disease Rating Scale (UHDRS), defined as the sum of all individual motor abnormality ratings (oculomotor, bradykinesia, rigidity, dystonia, and chorea) (Huntington Study Group, 1996; Paulsen, Long, Johnson, et al., 2014) . Cognitive performance was measured with (a) Symbol digit modalities test (SDMT): examining working memory, complex scanning, and processing speed (Smith, 1982) ; (b) Stroop color test: examining selective attention (Golden, 1978) ; (c) Stroop interference test: examining selective attention and executive control (Stroop, 1935) ; (d) Stroop word test: examining selective attention (Golden, 1978) ; (e) Trail making test part A (TMTA) and (f ) Trail making test part B (TMTB): examining accuracy and speed in a problem solving setting (O'Rourke et al., 2011; Reitan, 1958) . The mean, standard deviation, and minimum and maximum raw scores for the seven clinical measures are shown in Table 1 .
| Data acquisition
A subset of the large PREDICT-HD cohort at eight sites had restingstate functional magnetic resonance images (rs-fMRI) collected as part of a connectivity substudy. To minimize potential site effects, uniform protocols were established to ensure maximal homogeneity of data collection in all scanning sites. All sites used identical Siemens Magnetom TrioTim scanners running on Syngo MR B17 software. The acquisition parameters were tuned by an MR physicist at The University of Iowa, and an EDX file containing the entire protocol was distributed to partner sites to ensure consistent acquisition across sites and scanners.
In this acquisition, participants were asked to lie still, stay awake, (Friston, 1995) , resliced to 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm voxels, and smoothed using a
| Data preprocessing
Gaussian kernel with a full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of 6 mm.
To ensure we included the same brain areas for all participants in the analysis, the spatial mask was computed as the intersection of all individuals' first time point retaining voxels greater than the mean minus 0.6 times the standard deviation. The first four time points were removed from each individual's scan to mitigate T1 relaxation effects before group independent component analysis was performed. No participants were removed due to severe movements (x, y, z translation and rotation measures); we refer to Espinoza et al. (2018) for motion quality control details.
| Group independent component analysis
Participants' whole brain parcellation was obtained by applying spatial GICA, available from the GIFT toolbox (http://mialab.mrn.org/ software/gift; Calhoun, Adali, Pearlson, & Pekar, 2001; Correa, Adali, Li, & Calhoun, 2005) to the smoothed, aligned, and normalized fMRI data from the entire group. Spatial GICA is an extension of spatial ICA, which decomposes the subject's fMRI data into linear mixtures of spatially independent components and provides their unique time-course profiles. The preprocessed data was compressed using two stages of principal component analysis (PCA) (Rachakonda, Silva, Liu, & Calhoun, 2016 ) at the subject and group level. For the first data reduction (at the subject level), we retained 128 principal components (PCs) following the recommendations of . Group data was created by appending all participants' data along the time dimension, creating a single matrix. For the second data reduction (at the group level), 100 components were chosen to capture maximal group variability Erhardt et al., 2011) . From the group PCA matrix, 100 independent components (ICs) were obtained using the Infomax algorithm, which attempts to minimize mutual information (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995) . Stability of ICs estimation was ensured by repeating the Infomax GICA algorithm (Calhoun et al., 2001) Table 2 provides descriptions of the 46 RSNs and their x, y, and z peak activation coordinates. The other 54 ICs were excluded from the rest of the analysis as they were correlated with motion artifacts or the spatial maps including white matter, the ventricular system, or cerebral spinal fluid, or had irregular time course spectra power .
| Dynamic functional network connectivity
Dynamic FNC analysis is an extension of sFNC analysis; for each subject, time-varying FNC matrices are estimated using a tapered sliding window approach Sakoglu et al., 2010) . One hundred and thirteen tapered sliding windows were obtained for each used to estimate covariance matrices from regularized precision matrices or inverse covariance matrices . A penalty on the L1 norm of the precision matrix was applied to enforce sparsity.
The regularization parameter was optimized for each subject by evaluating the log-likelihood of unseen data (subject's covariance matrices) in a cross-validation framework. The estimated dFNC matrices represent the changes in covariance (correlation) between RSNs as a function of time. Both sFNC and dFNC matrices were Fisher-transformed to stabilize variance before performing statistical analysis.
| Clustering analysis of dFNC
Clustering analysis aimed to represent subjects' time-varying FNC by grouping similar dFNC into clusters. In this case, clusters display FNC patterns/states that subjects exhibit across time. This approach was adopted based on previous work showing that connectivity varies in interesting ways during scan duration Calhoun et al., 2014; Hutchison et al., 2013) . The k-means clustering algorithm was selected and applied twice to all subjects' dFNC data. First, to find the optimal number of clusters, and second, to perform clustering analysis with the obtained cluster number. The optimal number of clusters was obtained using the elbow criterion' cluster index computed from running k-means with the number of clusters ranging from two to eight.
The cluster index was defined as the ratio of the within-cluster sum distances to the between-cluster sum distances. The number of clusters that provided the smallest cluster index along with a clustering distribution of at least 10 % of dFNC in each cluster was chosen. The last requirement was included to avoid having clusters with very low frequency. Four clusters were selected; these clusters referred to as FNC states described four connectivity patterns that individual subjects move between over time. Figure 2 depicts the four state centroids.
The total number of dFNC and individuals per state were also obtained.
It is important to note that not all individuals have dFNC in all states.
Therefore, the number of individuals in each state is a subset of the entire dFNC data. Next, temporal connectivity clustering measures were obtained using states and meta-states clustering approaches only including subjects with dFNC contributions to the states.
| States clustering
Time-varying connectivity was captured by clustering all dFNC matrices into four clusters/states using a k-means algorithm with the L1 distance (Manhattan distance) (Figure 3 Multiple linear regression models were created to examine associations described in steps 1 and 2. To account for participants' motion and site variations, the motion parameters (three translations and three rotations) and eight sites (coded as dummy variables) were included as nuisance covariates in the first step regression models. Participants' translation and rotation covariates were computed as the mean of the sums of the absolute translation and rotation frame displacements. In step one, CAG-group and CAP effects on the FNCs were tested via univariate multiple regression testing. In addition, before the second step was performed, to ensure that motion-related artifacts were not responsible for associations between the FDR-corrected FNC pairs showing CAG and/or CAP effects and motor and cognitive scores, the motion parameters (translation and rotation) were regressed out from these FNC pairs before examining associations using regression analysis. The motionregressed FNC pairs are referred to as FNC-Group and/or FNC-CAP pairs. Finally, all results were corrected for multiple testing using the MATLAB function mafdr based on Storey's algorithm (Storey, 2002 ), using a significant alpha level of q < 0.05.
| Examination of associations between FNC states and the genetic variable CAG repeat length
The variable CAG repeat length was discretized forming a group variable as HC = 0 for CAG < 36 and HDgmc = 1 for CAG ≥ 36.
Only HC and HDgmc participants with dFNC contributions to the FIGURE 3 Significant group differences in connectivity between RSNs from the subcortical (SC) and default mode network (DMN) domains. In the left figure, the blue line shows significant negative associations between the group and the functional connectivity between putamen (IC13) and medial prefrontal cortex (IC73) in State-4 (right figure) marked with a black star. ICs: 11, 33, 37, 39, 43, 46, 47, 49, 55, 71, 72, 73, 81, 90, 95] 28, 31, 44, 51, 69, 70, 76, 83, 87] . Table 2 presents descriptions of the 46 RSNs along with their IC numbers and peak activation coordinates (x, y, and z). Figure 1a shows the spatial maps of the 46 selected RSNs grouped by functional domains, and Figure 1b depicts the whole brain average sFNC matrix from all individuals. The within connectivity in the SM and VIS domains showed stronger positive correlations than the other domains. Anticorrelations were observed among RSNs from the DMN and CC, SAL, SC, SM, and VIS domains. We refer to our previous work (Espinoza et al., 2018) for complete associations between whole-brain sFNC, the genetic variable CAG, and motor and cognitive measures.
| Dynamic functional network connectivity
Time-varying FNC is represented by four reoccurring states identified via k-means clustering. Figure 2 shows all four states presented in order of emergency.
States' description are presented in descendent order based on their percentage frequency distribution calculated as the ratio between the number of dFNC matrices assigned to that state and the total number of dFNC matrices. State-1, the one with the highest frequency (44% The FNC putamen-medial prefrontal cortex pair showed increased connectivity with better SDMT performance, reflecting better processing speed (beta = 5.559, p value = 0.044) (Figure 4 ).
| Between states
(a) The two sample t-test applied to mean dwell time ( Figure 5 and (b) The two sample t-tests applied to all meta-states measures (Table 5) associations with motor and cognitive measures were observed. In the dFNC results, compared to HC, HDgmc individuals had pronounced decrements in connectivity between the putamen and medial prefrontal cortex in State-4; these FNC decreases were significantly associated with worse SDMT performance. In fact, a negative association between putamen-insula FNC and CAG length was close to surviving FDR correction in our previous static FNC analysis (Espinoza et al., 2018) . Taken together, our static and dynamic FNC results complement each other and demonstrate that alterations in putamen connectivity can be observed before HD manifestation. Our study leveraged a relatively large HDgmc sample (premanifest HD = 160 and early manifest HD = 23) and reliably identified putamen disconnectivity. Differences among cortical areas linked to the putamen in previous studies (e.g., insula, medial frontal cortex, and medial visual cortex) were likely due to methodological differences.
Dumas and colleagues parcellated the whole brain into eight networks of interest, each covering a large area (with no separate network for insula and medial frontal gyrus), whereas we applied ICA to decompose the whole brain into 100 components and focused on 46 functional networks, each with more localized areas. Our sFNC and dFNC analyses allowed exploration of whole brain FNC characteristics at different temporal resolutions.
In addition to early HD connectivity changes in the putamen network, aberrant connectivity in SM networks has been reported (Poudel et al., 2014) . Our dynamic analysis did not corroborate Poudel In premanifest HD, Paulsen et al. (2004) reported hyper-activation of medial prefrontal regions as a compensation mechanism for reduced SC participation during a time discrimination task. Similarly, a manifest HD study using PET imaging techniques has also stated that, during movement, impairment of the striatum and motor projection areas may induce compensatory recruitment of additional accessory motor pathways involving enhanced activity in parietal cortex (Bartenstein et al., 1997) . Even though we examined functional connectivity at rest, rather than during a task, an analogous mechanism could be proposed for functional connectivity: as putamen-cortical connectivity is reduced in premanifest and manifest HD individuals, cortical connectivity involving SM or cognition pathways may increase to compensate for the effects of disease progression. correlations. Both our study and Quarantelli's study did not find associations between this pair's connectivity and any clinical variable (e.g., motor, cognition, or depression scores). We restrict ourselves to speculation on this result, given the very limited information.
Another connectivity increase associated with greater CAP score was identified between inferior occipital gyrus and posterior parietal cortex. This FNC pair showed significant negative associations with working memory (SDMT scores), basic attention and accuracy measurements (Stroop color and interference scores), and problem-solving (TMTB), implying that hyper-connectivity is associated with poorer cognitive performance. Posterior parietal cortex receives inputs from occipital, somatosensory, and temporal cortices and plays an important integrative role in movement planning (Andersen & Cui, 2009 ), spatial orientation and memory (Kesner, 2009) , and attention (Malhotra, Coulthard, & Husain, 2009) . Inferior occipital gyrus is a core region for face processing and perception (Zhen, Fang, & Liu, 2013) , along with other secondary visual processes. Alterations of visual cortex and visual cognition, though not the primary focus of HD studies, have been frequently observed . As reviewed by Coppen, van der Grond, Hart, Lakke, and Roos (2018) , structural atrophy of the occipital lobe is among the most stable findings in HD brain volumetric and thickness studies, with changes in posterior occipital regions being detected as early as premanifest HD (Coppen et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 2015; Tabrizi et al., 2009) . Occipital atrophy has also been associated with poorer visuospatial or cognitive performance (Johnson et al., 2015; Labuschagne et al., 2016; Tabrizi et al., 2009 
| Limitations and future directions
Among the limitations of this study are data collection, scans were acquired with slightly anisotropic resolution (2 × 2 × 4 mm) to follow existing protocols and to make them compatible with older scans.
Additionally, since this data is part of a multi-site study, to address the variability in data collection in all sites, a dummy site variable was included in the regression analysis to account for site differences.
Data analysis, the sliding window approach requires a window size selection. The selected size should be able to capture functional connectivity variability in small time domains (Sakoglu et al., 2010) . Based on this recommendation, in this study, we selected a window size of 15 TRs (42 s). Different window lengths can be evaluated in future work. Functional connectivity was measured as the Pearson correlation between resting state network, and this lower order statistic provided significant results. Higher order statistics, such as mutual information, could be considered in future work to extend this analysis. Another limitation is that this analysis was performed on the first available scan (prodromal and very early HD), HD brain atrophy in cortical and sub-cortical structures was not considered as a covariate factor. It is possible that back-reconstructed time-courses may be contaminated by a signal from atrophied regions. However, Allen simulation paper has shown that group ICA is quite robust to change in shape and size of components across subjects.
The finding that HD individuals spent most of their time in State-1, which represents the weakest FNC, may also suggests that HD individuals are probably transitioning into drowsy states. One way to test this assumption could be by monitoring subjects' eyes during data collection to allow the identification of any sleepiness related effects.
| CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have shown that GICA and sliding time window techniques applied to resting-state fMRI data can be used to investigate time-varying functional network connectivity in Huntington's disease.
Our results indicate significant connectivity differences between HDgmc and HC individuals in specific SC and DMN domains, with
HDgmc spending more time in a weakly connected state and changing meta-states less often. Aberrant dynamic connectivity in HDgmc participants was also associated with disease burden and cognitive measures, suggesting that abnormal connectivity may be a hallmark of the disease.
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